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During the first decade of the AIDS pandemic (and beyond), the “official” history of HIV/AIDS, as constructed and communicated by media professionals of all kinds (including print and broadcast journalists, filmmakers, photographers, and many others), readily emphasized an “us” (general population) versus “them” (guilty villains) dichotomy as a “form of macabre entertainment.” In this regard, gay men were continuously demonized as villains in the health crisis who were to be blamed for AIDS and undeserving of sympathy in relation to their suffering, in a continual stream of “heavily moralized tableaux” that said far more about contemporary morality pertaining to sexuality than they did about the realities of HIV/AIDS as experienced by individuals around the world. As Ellis Hanson succinctly characterized this disconcerting state of affairs in the early 1990s:

When AIDS hits the networks [and related media outlets], gay lives cease to be valuable in themselves, but acquire relevance as a family comes to grips with tragedy and its age-old nemesis, The Homosexual. As Simon Watney has described it, the neo-conservative “family” starts to resemble something out of a 1950s B-movie, a catastrophe flick in which horrendous natural forces threaten the heterosexual solidarity of the home... Particularly with AIDS hysteria, “family” quickly becomes a metaphor for “nation,” effectively rendering the citizenship and civil rights of gay people suspect... Perhaps it is fitting then that so many people with AIDS are, or become, homeless.

But even when a gay man does have a home, there would seem to be a taboo against filming him in it. You are more likely to see a gay man with AIDS on a park bench, in a doctor’s office, or confined to a hospital bed, even though these places are not likely to be his usual habitats. Hanson’s observations say a great deal about the various harmful representational strategies pertaining to gay men with AIDS that were common in U.S. media offerings during the pandemic’s first two decades. Similarly, Paula Treichler observed that mainstream AIDS media-coverage patterns of that same era have frequently been “so identical that one imagines their representatives all at the same AIDS workshop—learning how to give events the same conventional interpretations, select the same AIDS experts, use the same misleading technology, and track down the same live footage from the people who were really there;” despite the reality that mainstream media outlets are far from monolithic.

Unfortunately, even when countless medical and media professionals actually knew better, they continued to socially construct gay men as, in the words of AIDS scholar Jeff Nunokawa, “not only people with AIDS, but the people with AIDS.” In Nunokawa’s assessment, the cultural confusion that resulted from this sort of pervasive construction tended “at once...to give invisible the burdens that AIDS [had] imposed on other disproportionately affected groups in this country, not to mention other countries, and at the same time, to encourage our culture’s sometimes lethal distaste for, and anxiety about, homosexuality.” In addition, such a deleterious social construction also resulted in, as Hanson concludes, an impassioned “quest to destroy gay life” that included continuous efforts by media professionals, scientists, politicians, and others “to silence gay people, to identify and immobilize them, to expose their ‘secret’ and define their characteristics, and at last (after a fashion) to impale them as with a stake.” He elaborates:

I mean the psychoanalyst who has defined me in terms of his own repugnance for feminine sexuality, who has made me not so much vagina dentata as anus dentatus. Rectum, urethra, mouth, tear ducts, a gash on my skin. All my orifices are one and the same, and all my orifices have teeth.

Media professionals regularly create representations of the various phenomena they cover based on the accepted, inherited conventions of their respective medium as well as their personal understandings of the subject matter they have chosen (or been instructed) to depict.” Nevertheless, as numerous AIDS
activists in the late 1980s and early 1990s were quick to note, in contrast to how they were typically portrayed in mainstream U.S. media offerings of various kinds, gay men and other people with AIDS were not really victims (as in the common phrase ‘AIDS victims’), and they were only patients (as in the common phrase ‘AIDS patients’) during the (frequently brief) periods of time during which they were actually hospitalized. Instead, many of them could readily be regarded as ‘AIDS warriors’ in the fight to prolong their own lives as well as the battle to bring more realistic representations of AIDS and people with AIDS to the mainstream masses. Acknowledging the reality that the individual who possesses the recording apparatus plays a substantial role in determining how and which people with AIDS are portrayed in film and video images, during this same era a growing number of gay men with AIDS intentionally began to construct the ‘unofficial’ history of HIV/AIDS, at least in part, by featuring themselves and others like them in documentaries that were created through their own direct participation—in dramatic contrast to media offerings made by cultural ‘outsiders’—as a meaningful form of alternative representational production that reacted against the culturally pervasive and predominant (mainstream) media representations of the pandemic. Because history has demonstrated time and time again that blaming the victims of any epidemic disease is far easier whenever they are socially constructed and, as a result, widely perceived as being inherently ‘different,’ a primary intention underlying many of these documentaries was to demonstrate to all kinds of audience members the widespread similarities that exist between gay men with AIDS and anyone/everyone else. For as Norbert Gilmore has convincingly demonstrated, “As much as AIDS has been an epidemic of disease and death, it has also been an epidemic of metaphors and symbols that separate people (and) have stereotyped, stigmatized, and ‘cast out’ gay men with HIV/AIDS.”

As Rob Baker explains about Silverlake Life in his book The Art of AIDS: From Stigma to Conscience: The work is devastating. The filmmaker/subject (who also did much of the initial editing himself, using equipment at his bedside) did not spare himself (or the viewer) the more painful scenes: “As treatments (both medical and homeopathic) give way to mental confusion and further and further physical deterioration. Indeed, as Baker notes, the experience of watching Silverlake Life is quite challenging and (frequently) disturbing for most viewers. But that is precisely this documentary’s primary objective—to enable viewers to enter the home and lives of the documentary’s central gay couple, experience the numerous health challenges they encounter as well as the tremendous love and affection that is evident...
between them, witness the dramatic health decline of a gay man whose physical appearance transforms from healthy-looking to that of a (barely) living skeleton, and sympathize with the emotional toll his experiences in the days and weeks after he has died. In doing so, as Peggy Phelan expresses, this documentary reverses the “mainstream cultural imperative that constructs AIDS as shameful, humiliating, and obscene” as it simultaneously reveals the inherent goodness and virtues possessed by its two central gay men with AIDS.21

As the documentary proceeds, the viewer is confronted with images of extreme exhaustion resulting from painful health episodes and sleepless nights, various approaches to healing (including a seemingly farfetched one that involves speaking in tongues and the supposed channeling of otherworldly spirits), emergency visits to the hospital, and Joslin explaining directly to the camera how one medical professional described a brain condition he personally experienced as being akin to “bats hanging from the back of your brainstem, upside down, and slowly eating their way up.” Tension mounts as Joslin begins to talk more regularly about events that have not actually occurred, and as he becomes increasingly frail and virtually unable to move. Then, when it has become clear that Joslin’s end is indisputably near, the film’s most powerful segment begins to unfold on screen. During this painfully moving sequence, shot just moments after Joslin has succumbed to AIDS, Massi points the camera directly at the deceased lover’s lifeless face and says “You Are My Sunshine” to him, reinforcing the extreme depths of both his love and personal loss. Seconds later in the documentary, Massi pulls back a sheet to reveal Joslin’s extremely emaciated, naked and fragile body, and he looks on as the remains of the man he loves are wrapped callously in sheets of plastic and removed from their home. The impact of viewing a real-life deceased individual that viewers have come to know, just minutes after he has passed and revealing the devastating physical consequences wrought by AIDS, cannot be overemphasized.

About the cumulative impact of Silverlake Life with regard to altering cultural understandings of the lived realities of gay men with AIDS, Beverly Seckinger and Janet Jakobsen emphasize that this work reconfigures the relationship between producers and audiences “by collapsing the roles of producer and subject, and [by] emphasizing [Joslin’s] and [Massi’s] visible role as agents in constructing a document of their lives destined for each other and for a broader public. The focus on everyday tasks (going shopping, doing laundry, eating pizza, dancing in the living room) also allows the film to eschew an exotic Othering of its subjects, even as it points to the ways in which the preciousness of everyday experience is heightened by the proximity of death.”22 Furthermore, Harry Benshoff and Sean Griffin note that the overall effectiveness of this documentary stems from its refusal to shy away from depicting the real story of AIDS and gay-male relationships in ways that might be off-putting to the types of viewers who actually are most in need of exposure to these sorts of images.23

At one key moment in the documentary, Massi points out that real life does not imitate art as he explains how—unlike in the movies—when he tried to close Joslin’s eyelids after his partner died, they sprang right back open again. His observation pertains equally well to the status of the images presented in Silverlake Life as compared to those common in fictional and fictionalized accounts of HIV/AIDS, and people with AIDS, that were made and released in U.S. society during the first two decades of the pandemic. Unlike other media representations of AIDS, Silverlake Life daringly foregrounds two phenomena that U.S. society prefers to keep conveniently out of sight: homosexuality and death.24 It is perhaps all the more surprising, therefore, that this documentary was identified by The Boston Globe, the Los Angeles Times, and USA Today as one of the top ten films of 1993 and by The Village Voice and Utne Reader as one of the most outstanding films of the 1990s.25

The Personal Is Political: Fast Trip, Long Drop

In their discussion of Silverlake Life, Seckinger and Jakobsen point out that, as time progressed, self-representation of gay men in some AIDS documentaries began to move beyond the relatively straightforward video-diary approach that was foregrounded in that offering. In contrast, to create more engaging and (at times) more politically subversive offerings, a growing number of such documentary makers began to complicate “their use of conventional realist strategies such as talking-head interviews and observational footage with scripted, performed, stylized, and overtly manipulated sequences to produce layered, multivalent perspectives on the real.”26 Furthermore, at times these sorts of documentary projects opted to remain straightforward about the realities of the pandemic while simultaneously unburdening themselves of the prior motive to provide a positive representation that would be readily palatable to mainstream audience members, imbuing them with an extraordinarily raw power and impact.27 Such realities certainly pertained well to Gregg Bordowitz’s Fast Trip, Long Drop.

In contrast to mainstream AIDS documentaries that typically featured the most debilitated gay men with AIDS that their makers could possibly find—or what Emmanuel Dreuilhe has referred to as the “instinct for the sensational [that prefers] the bald and wasted AIDS patient with the feverish, haggard look, lying in his hospital bed (preferably with a few tubes up his nose)”28—Fast Trip, Long Drop eschews the use of simplistic, stereotypical imagery while at the same time it “ca-thartically unleashes all of the negative thoughts and grave doubts strategically omitted from [the] more activist-oriented tapes of the late ’80s and early ’90s.”29 A primary goal of this documentary, as Jon Davies explains, is to remind viewers “how necessary it is to express feelings like despair in times of great injustice.”30 He elaborates: In the 1980s, the idea that the great battle against AIDS could someday
be “won” was widely circulated. . . . As the years dragged on and this declaration of an end seemed more and more impossible, hope was always tainted by the knowledge of the inequity that for some the crisis would end while for others it would only intensify. Bordowitz’s mentor Douglas Crimp [critiqued] what seemed like a hollow optimism and heroizing in some of the videos aimed at a general audience: “What is necessary now is the self-representation of our demoralization. We urgently need resources to help us cope with the consequences of losing hope for a cure for AIDS, of dealing with loss upon loss, with so much hatred directed at us . . . .” Crimp lauds Fast Trip, Long Drop as embodying the demoralizing self-representation he calls for, as it both rejects a moralistic discourse and refuses to hide the dejected worldview gripping many in the movement.32

What should be evident from Davies’ assessment is that Fast Trip, Long Drop—although sharing a common creative lineage and some of the same representational strategies and goals—is a qualitatively distinct type of documentary as compared to Silverlake Life. In part, that is because its overall mood and tone are a bit darker and more evidently political. In addition, it is because Bordowitz alternates video-diary footage of his own experiences living with HIV/AIDS (including reflections on ways to remain hopeful in the face of ever-increasing loss and interactions with family members who fear they may lose him far too soon) with found footage from old black-and-white films (of men walking a tightrope and being shot out of a cannon, wrecking balls destroying huge buildings, vehicles crashing into brick walls, and accidents involving crash test dummies), staged scenes with members of his support group, video images from actual AIDS-activism protests and rallies, and—perhaps most notably of all—brief scripted/performed critiques of mainstream approaches to telling the story of AIDS: “What do ‘the picture of health’ and ‘the picture of sickness’ look like?” asks Jan Zita Grover in the introduction to her essay “Visible Lesions: Images of the PWA in America.” “A stupid question, to be sure,” she continues, “unless we refine it: whose picture of health/sickness? and for whom? and in the service of what?”41 Such past by mixing archival material with original footage” in order to demonstrate, both visually and thematically, that both his subject matter and approach are striving intentionally to move well beyond seemingly outdated images of gay men with AIDS “surviving and thriving,” captured largely to soothe the guilt and/or anxieties of mainstream audience members.43 In fact and instead, as Davies observes, “Putting on a brave face to make others comfortable is a hypocrisy that Bordowitz resists with every frame of Fast Trip, Long Drop.”35

When all is said and done, Bordowitz’s documentary offers a refreshing blend of humor and nihilism as he seeks to make sense of key events in his life in relation to his resulting identity as an angry (gay) young man/political activist with HIV/AIDS in a society and historical era that appear to be resentful of his very existence. About the making of this work, Bordowitz has commented that he found it necessary for someone to create a documentary about the complexities of the AIDS crisis that was directed primarily to other people with AIDS (rather than to members of the so-called ‘general population’), one that explicitly featured individuals attempting to come to terms with the potentiality of their own imminent deaths.34 He further explains that he had grown tired of pretending, for the benefit of others, that he was going to survive and therefore endeavored to turn the anger and despair of gay men with AIDS into a political force that needed to be reckoned with once and for all.35 “I wanted an honest media produced in the interests of people living with AIDS,” Bordowitz says. “If we couldn’t do this, then it all seemed like bullshit. . . . The overwhelming majority of AIDS media made up until that point presumed a straight audience of HIV-negative people who were threatened by queers and junkies.”36

Writing about Bordowitz’s stylistically distinctive creation at the 1994 Sundance Film Festival, Robert Hawk articulates, “Anything but solemn, this chronicle of AIDS-activism produces a personal testimony, and its scalding blast of visual stimulation, intellectual irreverence, and emotional confrontation. . . . Bordowitz embraces all of this within a personal vision that is playful, passionate, angry, smart, and sassy (with some klezmer music thrown in to top it off). Ultimately, he has given [us] a courageous work of art.”37 In response to those sorts of critical assessments, however, the filmmaker has personally expressed, “Fast Trip, Long Drop was very well received, which surprised me because it is very dark and pessimistic. It was made at a very low point.”38

Concluding Observations

“What do ‘the picture of health’ and ‘the picture of sickness’ look like?” asks Jan Zita Grover in the introduction to her essay “Visible Lesions: Images of the PWA in America.” “A stupid question, to be sure,” she continues, “unless we refine it: whose picture of health/sickness? and for whom? and in the service of what?”44 Such
The production and viewing of alternative AIDS video (such as the two documentaries explored in this essay) is a form of direct, immediate, product-oriented activism. . . . A most significant way in which alternative videomaking—usually work produced for little expense and with little formal training using camcorders and other inexpensive or ‘low-end’ video technologies—counters and alters mainstream media is that it localizes the production and reception of this usually universalizing mode of discourse. . . . The (resulting) political impact of alternative media comes as much from oppositional distribution and exhibition strategies (organizing screenings outside the community) as it does from oppositional production (making images from within a community).

AIDS documentaries conceived and created by gay men with AIDS reacted against the inaccuracy, melodrama, and sensationalism common among mainstream representations of HIV/AIDS and sought to tell the types of stories—in unique and better informed ways—that the majority of those mainstream media offerings refused to: stories of lovers and friends, and the emotions and conditions they regularly experienced, that previously had not been told and/or encountered by mainstream audience members. Stemming from the recognition that the ‘ideological work performed by images is central to (re)defining subjectivity,’ they effectively challenged the formulaic AIDS “master narrative” in U.S. society by offering powerful counter-examples to its recurrent representational strategies, conventions, and stereotypical images pertaining to actual behavior, assumed and perceived identities, eroticized bodies, fantasies and desires and uncoupling the representational link between gay men with AIDS and vampires, mysterious killers, and other dangerous strangers in the night.

If Jon Davis is correct when he writes, “Emotions play a decisive role in what political change we feel is possible whilst the queer past, and our feelings towards it, fully impacts how we can imagine a queer present and future” and I believe that he is—then the two documentaries discussed herein served effectively to begin motivating the social re-construction of HIV/AIDS and people with AIDS in U.S. society. Both utilized the challenging, at-times-painful lived experiences of actual gay men with AIDS to forge meaningful (cultural) connections with audience members of various demographic backgrounds as they simultaneously enabled both their creators and their viewers to discover commonalities with others and, even more profoundly, to mourn the death of others—and potentially of themselves.  
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